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Detail of Event

05.08.2015

On 05.08.2015 at 0840 hrs, Police Control Room announcement was made
on all channels regarding stolen Pulsar Motor Cycle No. CH-01AS-6094 from
near H.No. 3224, Sector 25, Chandigarh. In this regard, a case FIR No. 330,
U/S 379 IPC was registered in PS-11, Chandigarh on the complaint of Ashok
Kumar R/o # 3224, Sector 25, Chandigarh. At about 1024 hrs PCR vehicle
Echo-10, staff showing their alertness nabbed one accused namely Narinder
@ Ajay R/o # 2584, Sector 24, Chandigarh age 23 years who was driving said
stolen motor cycle near Navodya Vidyalaya, Sector 25, Chandigarh

2.

08.09.2016

On the intervening night of 08-09-2016, at about 00:33 hrs, 4/5 occupants of
one Motor Cycle tried to snatch a mobile from a public person near furniture
market chowk, sector-34 and later on again at 01:25 hrs, the same boys tried
to snatch a purse from a doctor near Gate No. 3, GMCH, Sector-32, but
were unsuccessful. A message was flashed on all nets repeatedly from the
Control Room to catch these boys and was also conveyed to the night
checking officers. Later at 01:36 hrs, a PCR vehicle (Sugar-13), informed that
4/5 occupants of one motor cycle are being chased by them near Dev
Samaj College, Sec.45, Chandigarh. Three boys soon abandoned the
motorcycle and managed to escape under the cover of darkness but the
PCR staff was able to apprehend one of them namely Vijay, r/o Kumhar
Mohalla, Village Burail, Chandigarh along with Motor cycle No. CH-04-H9329 caught by them on the spot, after giving him chase. They were the
same boys, who had attempted the snatching at sector-34 and at sector-32.
Due to the sincere efforts and vigil of the PCR staff and of the
Communication Wing, the said snatcher was nabbed. He has revealed the
names & addresses of his accomplices.
A case has been registered in PS-34 and investigation has been taken up.
Efforts are being made to apprehend the boys who are on the run.
It is significant that this apprehension has been done by an all female staff
PCR Van. Both lady constables, Nirmal, No.430/CP, Sunita, No. 2557/CP, the
driver of the van Volunteer Avtar No. 613/CHG and staff of Police control
Room, Sl Nand Lal, Duty Officer, Ct. Rahul, No. 3414/CP (wireless operator)
who persistently flashed the details of the snatcher, have been awarded
Commendation Certificate Class-I alongwith cash reward of Rs. 1000/- each
by the officiating IGP Sh. A.S. Cheema.

